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DEEPER INSIGHTS &
KNOWLEDGE TO PLAN REDUCE RISK
The first step in any valuable relationship is 
understanding. A network evaluation by JMARK 
opens up the door for you to gain clear insight into 
three things:

• Your network and the technology you use every day 
   to run your business. Find out if there are hidden 
   vulnerabilities creating risk or inefficiencies 
   costing you money and holding you back.

• The future of your IT. Learn what is working well 
   and what could use improvement. See how you 
   can invest your IT budget for a stronger network 
   and technology that creates long-term value.

• The level of outcomes that JMARK delivers. Think of 
   this as a test drive of our partnership. Get vision 
   into how we do our work, and how our teams will 
   work together for the good of your business.

Know your vulnerabilities.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY
Get more from what you’ve 
got.

INCREASE PROFITS
More bang for your IT buck.

SIMPLIFY
Streamline and save 
money.
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I n s i g h t  i n t o  t h e  H e a r t  o f  Y o u r  B u s i n e s s

NETWORK EVALUATION
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A “PEEK UNDER THE HOOD”
Modern IT is complex, and the design of your network can grow 
complicated as time goes by and your business grows. Some parts 
can become outdated, while others become unwieldy as solutions 
are added. A Network Evaluation from JMARK gives you a look into 
your entire IT environment so that you have a complete picture of 
how things are working and where improvements can be made. It’s a 
proactive checkup for the technology that runs your business.

With a Network Evaluation by JMARK, you get:

• A deep internal network scan to look for vulnerabilities, missing 
patches, and other issues that create risk.

• A review of your patch and anti-virus management against 
recommended best practices.

• A review of spam filtering and email security.
• Active Directory (AD) scan to ensure best-practice configurations for 
all accounts and users.

• Line-of-business application inventory to look for overlaps and 
underused resources.

• Backup solution review to check your configuration & coverage.
• Domain name service (DNS) and dynamic host configuration 
protocol (DHCP) checks.

• A thorough review of network time protocol and time 
synchronization (NTP) design.

• A group policy object (GPO & GPP) configurations report to 
summarize the outcomes of your current policies.

• An in-depth report and executive summary of our findings compiled 
by a senior engineer so you can take action to strengthen your IT.

JMARK combines IT security and strategy with a people-first 
approach to help your business thrive. With teams dedicated to 
product development, testing, research, automation, business 
intelligence, and proactive solutions, we create unrivaled 
technology outcomes that reduce risk, increase business 
velocity, and let you focus on what matters. In fact, a third-party 
research study showed that JMARK clients enjoy thirty more 
hours of discretionary time each week! As a JMARK client, what 
will you do with the extra time?

The JMARK DifferenceThe                    Difference


